
Spring is in full force! One group of 
plants that are currently popping on the 
landscape with their colorful, showy 
flowers are the Delphiniums. Delphiniums 
are members of the Ranunculaceae, 
or buttercup family, and as such have 
distinct carpels or pistils. There are 
nine species of Delphinium native to 
Colorado, and three of these can be 
found currently blooming in the greater 
metro area – Delphinium geyeri (Geyer’s 
larkspur), Delphinium nuttallianum 
(Nuttall’s larkspur) and Delphinium 
virescens (plains larkspur, also known as 
D. carolinianum ssp. virescens).

The name Delphinium comes from 
the shape of the flowers in bud – the 
ancient Greeks thought the shape of 
the flower bud and spur resembled that 
of a dolphin, and hence called these 
plants Delphiniums from the Greek word 
for dolphin, “delphinion.” Delphiniums 
are also often referred to as larkspurs 
because the nectary at the base of the 

uppermost sepal resembles a lark’s 
claw. Interestingly, the showy part of 
the Delphinium flowers are the sepals! 
The petals are small and inconspicuous, 
hidden within the colorful sepals.

Our Delphinium species are easily 
identifiable from each other. Delphinium 
virescens exhibits white flowers with 
a green spot on the sepals, while the 
other two species have blue or violet-
blue flowers. The other two species can 
be a little trickier to distinguish between 
– Delphinium nuttallianum has few 
leaves on the stem and fewer, violet-blue 
flowers, while D. geyeri has numerous 
stem leaves.

See if you can locate some Delphiniums 
and help Denver Botanic Gardens 
by photographing as many plants as 
possible in the month of June. Post  
your findings on iNaturalist so they  
will automatically be added to the  
Denver EcoFlora Project.
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May EcoQuest Results – The Mysterious Star-Lily
Wow – 183 observations of Leucocrinum montanum or star-lily were made in the greater metro area during the month of May! Metallic 
sweat bees were also observed pollinating the star-lily (thanks @bobw75!). We encourage you to revisit the plants you observed in the 
month of June to see if you can determine how the seeds of these plants could be dispersed. Report your observations by posting your 
findings on iNaturalist and tagging @jackerfield in the comments.

If you would like to subscribe to our online 
EcoQuest e-newsletter, sign up here.

This project was made possible in part 
by the Institute of Museum and Library 
Services [MG-70-19-0057-19].

What is an EcoQuest?
EcoQuests are part of the Denver EcoFlora 
Project. These monthly quests challenge citizens 
to become citizen scientists and observe, study 
and conserve the native plants of the Denver – 
Boulder metro area via iNaturalist, an easy-to-
use mobile app.

How Do I Get Started?
1.  Download the iNaturalist app or register 

online at iNaturalist.org. 
2.  Take photos of the plants in bloom that you 

find on your daily neighborhood walk. It is 
okay if they are weeds! Avoid taking  
photos of cultivated plants in gardens or  
in your home. 

  
3.  If you are concerned about revealing the 

location of sensitive plants or observations 
at your own house, you can hide the exact 
location from the public by changing 
the “geoprivacy” of the observation to 
“obscured.” 

4.  Post your findings on iNaturalist via  
the app. 

5.  Your observations will automatically be 
added to the Denver EcoFlora Project. 

6.  Sign up to be a member of the Denver 
EcoFlora Project on iNaturalist to receive 
updates and additional information.

What is the Goal?
The Denver EcoFlora Project is designed to 
meaningfully connect citizens with biodiversity 
and to assemble novel observations and data 
on the metro area’s flora to better inform policy 
decisions and conservation strategies.
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